
When you’ve farmed the land for generations you 
know what works and what doesn’t. Just as we’ve 
put our faith in John Deere tractors for all those 
years, we’re now trusting John Deere to something 
very precious – our water.

From high performance drip-tape, drip line,  

that save energy, water and labour year after year.

Made to the same engineering and technical 
excellence that goes into our tractors, John Deere 
Water systems take your love for the green and 
yellow – that bit deeper. To know more visit our 
website or call John Deere Water.

Call your local rep 03 8369 0290

Now available, S5000 Plastic Impact Sprinkler.

Our trust for John Deere now runs even deeper.

JohnDeereWater.com.au

507 Diggora Rd, Rochester.

Ph: (03) 5484 1799  Fax: (03) 5484 2077

Colin: 0417 107 263  Neil: 0427 866 949

Web: www.pipe.net.au

Email: pipeworksrochester@bigpond.com

We stock a large range of 2nd 
grade concrete pipes. No rubbish. 
We supply our customers with the 
quality of pipe required to do the job. 
Rubber ring quality - no worries.

Why pay 1st grade prices when 
cheaper, good quality second grade 
pipes will do the job just as well?

THINKING PIPES?  
THINK PIPEWORKS!

We also sell: 

and more...

Save on quality 
second grade 

concrete pipes 
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basin plan talk

Plan pacifies Greens
Tom Chesson, National Irrigators’ Council chief executive

An exit poll in Queensland after the recent
state election, asked people who they voted
for and why. Given the myriad of poorly
run-and-administered taxpayer-funded
programs, it was not surprising that ‘‘delivery
of state services’’ ran a close second to ‘‘cost
of living’’ as the key reason for people’s
decisions.

Tom Chesson of the National Irrigators’ Council.

Having picked 2750 Gl as the
magic number to save the Murray-
Darling Basin, the government
must not just deliver a plan that
justifies a blatantly political
number, it must deliver a plan that
explains why the government
needs 2750 Gl — and how, when
and where it is going to use this
recovered water.

During the ‘‘consultation
season’’ it has become blindingly
obvious that the political need for
a plan that satisfies key marginal
electorates in Adelaide has over-
ridden the need for a plan that is
actually deliverable through the
physical, regulatory, and
environmental constraints in the
basin.

Much of the debate around the
draft basin plan has been focused
on numbers and not whether the
government can actually deliver
the water to (potentially)
thousands of wetlands.

Given it could be years before
the states have an environmental
watering plan approved by the
Commonwealth, it is difficult to

fathom how the government can
claim it needs 2750 Gl when it
can’t even tell you which of the
more than 30 000 wetlands in the
basin it wants to irrigate.

Just one example of the lack of
reality surrounding the debate on
the draft basin plan can be found
in the South Australian
Government’s River Murray
Weekly Flow Report, which states:

‘‘The Bureau of Meteorology
advised on March 21 that flows
from the Murray, Murrumbidgee
and Darling rivers are not
expected to cause any flooding or
access problems to towns along
the River Murray. Based on
current flow projections, river
heights at other forecast
locations, such as Swan Hill,
Robinvale, Echuca, Euston and
Wentworth, are expected to
remain below their respective
minor flood levels.’’

The latest River Murray Weekly
Flow Report dated March 31
states: ‘‘The peak flow (in SA) is
forecast to remain under
65 000 Ml/day and is projected

to arrive during mid to late April
2012.’’

In February 2011, flows peaked
of 93 800 Ml/day. The flow in
April 2012 is expected to be
similar to those observed in April
2011.

This, it states, is ‘‘due to large
potential losses expected as a
result of water flowing across
expansive floodplains and through
major irrigation areas’’.

The February 2011 floods
caused hundreds of millions of
dollars of damage and flooded
hundreds of homes and
properties in Victoria alone. Yet
these floods pale in comparison

with the mega-floods demanded
by green groups such as Friends
of the Earth, which has failed to
give a skerrick of thought to how
water could actually be delivered
or the damage it would cause on
the way down the system.

Unfortunately for taxpayers, it
seems the government may have
fallen for the green spin, and in an
effort to save key seats in
Adelaide will adopt the draft plan
in its current form, ensuring long-
suffering taxpayers will have yet
another example of the poor
‘‘delivery of state services’’ to add
to the ever-growing list.
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